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Abstract 
We shall deal with a system of integro-differential and pseudoparabolic equations describing large deflections of a thin 
viscoelastic plate. Using the theory of Volterra integral equations in a Hilbert space we obtain a pseudoparabolic 
integro-differential equation for the unknown deflection. This equation is to be solved via the method of elliptic 
regularization. 
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O. Introduction 
We consider a thin viscoelastic plate made of a short memory material of the Voigt type [4]. 
Using the same geometrical assumptions as in the elastic case we derive the nonstationary 
equations for the deflection and the Airy stress function in a similar way as the classical Von 
Kfirman equations were derived in the books of Ciarlet [5-1 or Ne6as-Hlavfi6ek [7]. The general 
viscoelastic ase was investigated by Brilla I-3-1, where the linearized stability problems were 
studied. 
1. Setting of the initial-boundary value problem 
We assume that a plate has the thickness h and its middle surface is a simply connected domain 
with Lipschitz boundary. Using the Kirchhoff hypothesis we obtain the strain-displacement 
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relations 
6ij = ½ (Oibl j "~- ~jU i + ~iWOjW) -- Z~ijW; i,j = 1, 2, 
(1.1) 
613 = 623 = 0, 633 = ½ [(OlW) 2 -~- (6~2W)2], 
where (ul, u2) is the in-plane displacement vector and w is the deflection of the middle surface of the 
plate. 
The viscoelastic stress-strain relations have the form 
0-iJ(t) (1) = AijktOt6kl(t ) + A~]ekt(t), 0 -33 = 0. (1.2) 
A (r) The tensors "'ijkt are symmetric and positive definite which is expressed by the relations 
A(') ~(') a(') (1.3) ijkl = "'jikt ~-- "~klij' 
A(r) 4 ijklVijZkl >f czijZla, c > 0, for all {zi~} ~ Rsym. (1.4) 
Assuming that the plate is clamped and the forces acting on the parts f2 x { -h/2} and f2 x {h/2} are 
vectors (0, 0, 0) and (0, O,f(x)) respectively, and employing the principle of virtual displacements, 
we obtain the relation 
dx= 0-1166ildz) f ,  fZ(x)v(x)d~, (1.5, 
where v is the virtual displacement in the z-direction. 
Let us define 
and 
6ij 0 --~ ½ (OiUj "~- OjU i + OiW~jW) 
fn/2 t . 
Ni j ( t )  = a ig ( t )dz  = h rd(l)k,iijkl0t6klO(t) .~_ aijkl6klo((O) )] 
, ) -  hi2 
In the same way as in the elastic case we obtain the equations 
OjNig = O, i=1,2, 
which imply the Airy stress function • defined as 
Nla = 6~22 (~, N12 = --012 ~), N22 = ~11 ~.  
The relations (1.6) lead to the compatibility conditions 
6~22~110 -- 2012g120 + (~11e22o = --½ [W, W], 
where 
[/), W-] = (~11/)(~22W -'[- 022V(~11W -- 2012Vg~12W 
Let us introduce the column vectors 
eo = (ellO, 2e12o, 6220) T, N = (Nll ,  N12, N22) T. 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
for v, w z H2(Q). (1.11) 
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The vector-valued function eo fulfils, in the case of the Voigt model, the zero initial condition 
eo(0) = 0. The relation (1.7) then implies the integral identity 
eo(t) = -~ G(t - s)N(s)ds, t > 0, (1.12) 
where G(-) is the matrix function defined by 
G(t) = exp( -A  ~ 1Ao t)A ~ 1 (1.13) 
We recall that exp At  is the matrix exponential function solving the initial value problem 
X' = AX, X(O) = I, and A, are 3 x 3 symmetric and positive definite matrices induced by a(') • "ijkl" 
If we express the matrix G from (1.13) in the tensor form Gijkl, We obtain by combining the 
relations (1.9), (1.10), (1.12), the integro-differential equation for the Airy stress function ti 
Y: 
where 
and 
Hi jk l ( t  -- S) ~ijkl ti(S) ds = -½ h [w, w], 
H,jk I (t) = Hjikl (t) = Hlkij (t), 
(1.14) 
Hll11(t)=G2222(t), Hl l12(t)=-¼[G2212(t)+G1222(t)],  
H1222(t)=-¼[Gl112(t)+G1211(t)], H2222(t)=GlllX(t), 
H1122(t)=½[Gl122(t)+G2211(t)], H1212(t)=¼G1212(t). 
(1.14) is the Volterra integro-differential equation of the first kind with respect to ti. After 
differentiating it with respect o t we obtain the boundary value problem for the Volterra equation 
of the second kind 
(0) ~ijk, ti (t) + Ii t~, Hiju (t -- s) t~ijkl ti (S) ds = -- h [~t w, w], Hijkl 
do 
(1.15) 
t i ( t ,~)=-~n( t ,~)=0 , te(0, T], ~e0~.  
Stress-strain relation (1.2) as well as the relations (1.5), (1.7), (1.9), (1.11) imply the pseudoparabolic 
initial-boundary value problem for the deflection function w(t, x): 
h3 ja i l )  ~ ~ (o) 
-~  [~tijkiUtUijklW -~- Aijklt~ijklW) -- [tiP, W] = f,, t e [0, T], x e f l ,  
(1.16) 
,~w 
w(0,x)=0, xe~;  w(t ,~)=-~n( t ,~)=O,  te (O,T) ,  ~eSQ.  
Initial-boundary value problems (1.15), (1.16) express the strong formulation of the Von K~rman 
equations for a viscoelastic plate. 
280 
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Weak formulation and the canonical form of the problem 
We set V = H0 2 (f2), the Hilbert space with the inner product 
((u,v))=ff(811u811v+812u812V÷SE2Ud22v)dx 
and the norm II u II = ((u, /./))1/2, V* is the dual space with respet o V, ( . , . )  is the duality pairing 
between V* and V. 
Further, we introduce the operators A,, H(t): V ~ V* by 
h3ff. ,., (A,u,v)=-~ AijkldijUt~klVdX , u, veV; r=0,1 .  
vdx; u,v V. 
The operators A, are linear, bounded, symmetric and positively definite. The function 
H: ro, T J --. ~ (v, v *) is continuously differentiable asthe function with its values in the Banach 
space ~e(V, V*) of linear bounded operators acting from V into V*. The relation (1.13) implies 
that the operator H(0): V ~ V* is linear, bounded, symmetric and positive definite. 
Using the Green formula we express the initial-boundary value problem (1.15), (1.16) in the weak 
form: 
{q~, w}:[0, T] --* Vx V: 
f fa [ H,jk,(O)OijdP(t) + fl t),Hijk,(t -- s)t3ij~(s)ds] t)k,q~(x)dx 
= -h  .f.fo [t)tw(t), w(t)]q)(x)dx for every ~o~ V, (2.1) 
(o) A(1) ~ijatW(t) + aijklaijW(t) #kIV(X) "~ , Aijkl 
v(x))dx = ffaf(t,x)v(x)dx for every ve V, (2.2) w(t)] 
w(0, x) = 0, xeI2.  (2.3) 
The problem (2.1)-(2.3) can be expressed in the operator form 
fl dtn(t - s)@(s)ds = -h [d,w(t), w(t)], (2.4) H(O)~(t) + 
A, 8,w(t) + Aow(t) - [~(t), w(t)] =f(t). (2.5) 
In order to obtain the canonical form for determining the deflection function w(t) we convert Eq. 
(2.4) into the Volterra integral equation of the second kind in the Hilbert space V. The operator 
H(0): V --, V* is invertible. We introduce the operator B: V x V -o V by 
(U(O)B(u,v),q~) = f ~ [u,v]~dx, u,v, cp~ V. (2.6) 
.Ida 
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It is possible to verify in the same way as in [5] that B is bilinear, bounded, symmetric and compact. 
The relation (2.6) enables us to express the integral equation (2.4) as the Volterra integral equation 
of the second kind in the Hilbert space V: 
f o • (t) - K(t - s)~(s)ds = -hB(c~,w(t), w(t)), (2.7) 
where K(t): V--, V is defined by K(t)=-I-I(O)-lOtH(t), t eR. From the theory of Volterra 
integral equations [1, Ch. 3.4], Eq. (2.7) has a unique solution 4~ e L2(0, T; V) which can be 
expressed in the form 
• (t) = -hB(O,w(t), w(t)) - h f l  M(t, s)B(Osw(s), w(s))ds, (2.8) 
where M (t, s) is the resolvent kernel defined as the series 
M(t ,s )= ~ K~(t,s) 
n=l  
of the iterated kernels 
s) = K(t - s), K~(t, s) = fl  Kl(t, a)K~-l(tr, s)da. Kl(t, 
Inserting the Airy stress function into eq. (2.5), we arrive at the canonical initial-boundary value 
problem for determining the deflection function w (t, x): 
A~O~w(t) + Aow(t) + h[B(c~,w(t), w(t)), w(t)] 
+hlf lM(t,s)B(Osw(s),w(s))ds, w(t) l=f(t ) ,  (2.9) 
w(0) = 0. (2.10) 
The problem (2.9), (2.10) can be solved using the method of elliptic regularization [6, Ch. 3.1]. Let 
us introduce the spaces 
~: = L2(0, T; V), W = {V e ~/:: ~tv ~ ~,  v(0) = 0}. 
The following existence theorem can be proved [2]. 
Theorem. Let f e L2(0, T; V*). Then there exists a solution w ~ ~F of the initial-boundary value 
problem (2.9), (2.10). 
Remark. It is possible to verify the uniqueness of a solution in the case of a sufficiently small 
right-hand side in a similar way as in the elastic case. 
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